
A Very Present Help (series) 
A five part series that details the adventures of a mysterious man who witnesses many 
nightmarish acts only to rectify these acts while receiving zero gratitude for his actions. 
 
The App 
After a raucous girl’s night, four friends create on a dating app that becomes an overnight 
sensation. The only problem is its success is tearing their friendship apart and they must find a 
way to mend their broken bonds all while being closely watched by the internet 
 
Boi Trip 
A techie with his friends go out on a relaxing outdoor adventure to find Bigfoot. 
 
Can’t Wake Up 
Teen girl can’t seem to wake up from a nightmare that doesn’t seem to stop. 
She can’t find any way to permanently wake up from this living nightmare. 
 
College Life(series) 
Sitcom about the ups and downs of college life. 
Complete with characters of all different races, sizes and genders. 
Showcasing all the current hot button topics of the day, making the show always fresh and up to 
date with topics relevant to the current times we live in. 
 
Customer Service 
Two childhood friends who want to be businessmen while working at a call center find 
themselves in a situation that they cannot get out of. Now that they are in it they must figure out 
a way to get out of their situation with their lives intact, while the police and a local gangster are 
hot on their heels. 
 
The Foundayshn: Breaking Ground 
Billionaire philanthropist builds a superhero team to combat the forces of evil and protect the 
earth. The team is gathered from the far reaches of the planet and given a mission in order to 
keep the earth safe from villains who would enslave humanity. 
 
GroupThink 
Two children endowed with super human powers are born on the same day to a hopeful world. 

They could not predict what happens next but the world will never be the same again. 

Magic Blot Out  
The worlds most unlucky man gets blessed with a gift when he least expects it that changes his 
reality from negative to positive instantly. 
He then fails to protect the gift and it gets stolen from him reversing his good fortune. 
Now Henry must confront the thief and retrieve the gift to get his positive reality back 
permanently 
 
States Altered 
Gifted and talented painter creates a device via vision that allows him to shape-shift at will. He is 
caught on camera using the device and is hunted for it. Will he be able to escape his captors and 
resume his life or will his life stay interrupted forever. 



 
 
 
 


